Mark It To Protect It

Vulcan Cathodic Protection
Vulcan Cathodic Protection is the trusted source when the risk of corrosion is evident. Our Test
Heads are injection molded from high impact UV stabilized polycarbonate plastics which ensures
maximum strength and guards against failure due to prolonged exposure to sunlight.

Technical Specifications
Cathodic
TestTest
Station
Vulcan
Cathodic
Station

Typical Injection Molding
Conditions
Barrel Temperatures:

Cathodic Test Station with Screen
Printed Warning Message

Each Test Station comes standard with five
stainless steel terminals and could be ordered with
6’ support post (conduit) made from High Density
Polyethylene with a minimum durability of twenty
years outdoors.
The two tracer ground wires are routed up
the post for attachment to three terminal lugs. The
lugs are welded to an aluminum sleeve, which is
mounted inside the specially formulated HDPE post.

Rear

465°-510°F (241°-266°C)

Middle

515°-550°F (268°-288°C)

Front

535°-575°F (279°-302°C)

Nozzle

515°-585°F (268°-307°C)

Melt Temperature

540°-575°F (282°-302°C)

Mold Temperature

150°-220°F (66°-104°C)

Injection Pressure

10,000-20,000 psi

Hold Pressure

50-70% of Injection Pressure

Back Pressure

50-100 psi

Screw Speed

50-75 rpm

Injection Speed

Moderate to Fast

Cushion

1/8-1/4 In.

Clamp

3-5 Ton/In.2

○ No. 3 for use with 3½”OD Risers
○ No. 1 for use with 1½” OD Risers
○ Shunts are available
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Vulcan Cathodic Protection
Product Data
Features And Benefits
○ The Test Station doubles as a line marker
○ Exposed contact points are readily accessible
○ Immediate access means no wait time to thaw out in cold weather
○ Marker comes with 12 AWG wires installed to your desired length
○ Consistent look in the marking of the entire run
○No need to purchase a standard “warning” marker to be installed at a splice location
○ Easier access to tracer wires since they are approximately 4 feet above the ground
instead of ground level

Available Colors
○ White, Yellow, Orange, Red, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Green and Black
○ Custom colors available upon request

○ Tools are not required to

install these Cathodic Test
Heads on either new or
existing risers.

Made In The USA
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Vulcan Cathodic Protection
Product Data
Station Marker
Vulcan Cathodic
DrivableTest
Cathodic
○ The Cathodic Test Station doubles
as a line marker
○ Exposed contact points are readily
accessible
○Immediate access means no wait time
for test head to thaw out in cold
weather
○ Marker comes with two 12 AWG
wires installed to desired length
○ For more technical information on
the Vulcan Drivable Marker,
see the spec sheet on the downloads
page

Yellow Drivable Cathodic
Marker with Decal

Benefits
○ Will not rust, rot or corrode
○ Remains stable in temperatures from -30° to +120°
○ Lower freight costs compared to steel post markers
○ Contains the highest fiberglass content in its class- 65%
○ Absorbs vehicular impacts and returns to original shape
○ Superior strength and easy to drive in soil
○ Ultraviolet inhibitors provide long term product stability and color retention
○ Never needs painting
○ Will survive controlled ditch burns which often melt or destroy plastic markers
○ Strongest fiberglass marker available

Colors
○ Yellow, Blue, White, Red, Green and Orange
○ Custom colors also available

Lengths
○ 60”, 66”, 72” and 78”
○ Custom lengths also available
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